
Sales Glass & Aluminum, with humble beginning as retailer of glass and aluminum, had 
been in the business since 1964 as sole proprietorship. Armed with the ample experience 
of the parents, the Sales starts a business in Lope de Vega rented house. The break-
through, unassailable service, and good customer relationship, SALES GLASS & ALUMI-
NUM has to relocate to Claro M. Recto a bigger store and warehouse by early 1970s.

Leaving the track records of sound credibility, dedication and integrity, a local glass distrib-
utor approach the Sales Glass & Aluminum Corporation and encourage them to venture 
into the wholesale business in the early 1980s. The continuous unfailing business 
acumen, more and more big companies approached the company to distribute their prod-
ucts at wholesales.

By 1991, as the SALES business grows and more dedicated people committing them-
selves to the expansion of the company, SALES GLASS & ALUMINUM becomes a Corpo-
ration. With most of the Board of Directors amalgamate with one vision and mission for the 
company. Sales Glass & Aluminum (SGA) has definitely set a benchmark in the glass and 
aluminum industry.

With the dawning of more industrial demands, SGA venture into importation of glass and 
aluminum accessories. With the advent of irrepressible business growth in retailing and 
wholesaling, SGA incorporated another outlet in Rizal Avenue with the company name, 
Stanza Aluminum & Glass Corporation. Expansion ensures complete customer service 
with full satisfaction.

Staffed with the equal dedication as the Board of Directors, SGA has a distributorship 
nationwide, sole distributors of various internationally acclaim brands in glass accessories, 
and a center for resources in glass and aluminum products. SGA Presently ranks at the 
top 5 companies in the same industry in geographical and demographical market seg-
ments. As the future opens to a brighter horizon, SGA commit itself to hold the torch of 
blazing fire in the glass and aluminum industry retaining it's dominance.


